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Classical Music: Josquin DesprezCantus Firmus in the Liturgical Motets of Josquin Des PrezAn Analysis of the Cadence in the Motets of Josquin Des PrezContrapuntal Style in the Motets of Josquin Des PrezContraPreludes The ContraPreludes in the Motets of Josquin Des Prez Josquin's Francescanton and His Motets Simplified Sight-Reading for BassJosquin Des Prez and His Musical LegacyChoral MonumentsCanon, Partial Signatures, and "musica Ficta" in Works by Josquin Des Prez and His ContemporariesKeyboard intabulations of Music by Josquin des PrezThe Cambridge History of Fifteenth-Century MusicMusical Rhetoric in the Multi-voice Chansons of Josquin Des Prez and His Contemporaries (c. 1500-c. 1520)The Milanese Motets of Josquin Des PrezThe Josquin CompanionMusic in Renaissance Ferrara 1400-1505The Treatment of Dissonance in the Motets of Josquin DesprezSymbolic ScoresJosquin Des Prez and His Musical Legacy The Masses of Josquin Des PrezJosquin Des PrezThe Passion of Christ, Josquin Des Prez, and the Present State of MusicologyKritische Berichte mit d. Hauptsacht.: New Josquin editionCanon, Partial Signatures, and "Musica Ficta" in Works by Josquin DesPrez and His ContemporariesCantus Firmus in the Liturgical Motets of Josquin Des PrezThe Parody Masses of Josquin Des PrezNew Josquin EditionRenaissance Humanism and the Motets of Josquin Des PrezJosquin's Romejosquin Desprez DesPrez and his motets The Chansons of Josquin Des PrezThe Milanese Motets of Josquin Des PrezFirst BassJosquinPart I of the Motet Miserere Mei Deus by Josquin Des PrezMotets on texts from the Old TestamentJosquin Des Prez and His MotetsModal Practice in the Phrygian Motets of Josquin Des PrezAspects of Tonal Coherence in the Motets of Josquin Des Prez Matt Boynick features biographical information about the life and works of French composer Josquin des Prez or Desprez (c. 1440-1521), as part of Classical Music. The biographical information was extracted from "The Grove Concise Dictionary of Music," edited by Stanley Sadie. Desprez wrote sacred works, motets, chansons, and other works. Desprez was one of the most popular Renaissance composers. Through forty-five creative and concise essays by an international team of authors, this Cambridge History brings the fifteenth century to life for both specialists and general readers. Combining the best qualities of survey texts and scholarly literature, the book offers authoritative overviews of central composers, genres, and musical institutions as well as new and provocative reassessments of the work concept, the boundaries between improvisation and composition, the practice of listening, humanism, musical borrowing, and other topics. Multidisciplinary studies of music and architecture, feasting, poetry, politics, liturgy, and religious devotion rub shoulders with studies of compositional techniques, musical notation, music manuscripts, and reception history. Generously illustrated with figures and examples, this volume paints a vibrant picture of musical life in a period characterized by extraordinary innovation and artistic achievement. This volume is the first monograph on Renaissance music devoted to discussing compositions which involve symbolism inspired by ideas and themes inherent in the musical culture of the time, and to present means for controlling the process of their interpretation. This Companion presents the most complete discussion ever published in English on the music of the greatest composer of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. A collaborative effort by a team of distinguished scholars, the volume provides a basic survey of Josquin's music and the many problems that attend it. Taking account of the most recent research, the book also includes a sampler CD of Josquin's works specially recorded by The Clerk's Group. Choral Monuments provides extensive material about eleven epoch-making choral masterworks that span the history of Western culture. Included are: Missa Pange lingua (Josquin Desprez); Missa Papae Marcelli (G. P. da Palestrina); B Minor Mass (J. S. Bach); Messiah (G. F. Handel); The Creation (Joseph Haydn); Symphony #9 (Ludwig van Beethoven); St. Paul (Felix Mendelssohn); Ein deutsches Requiem (Johannes Brahms); Messa da Requiem (Giuseppe Verdi); Mass (Igor Stravinsky); and War Requiem (Benjamin Britten). The works are presented in separate chapters, with each chapter divided into three basic sections—history, analysis, and performance practice. Discussions of history are focused on relevancies—the genesis of the designated work in reference to the composer's total choral output, the work's place within the musical environment and social climate of its time, and essential features of the work that make it noteworthy. In addition, the compositional history addresses three other factors: the work's public reception and critical response, both at the time of its composition and in ensuing years; the history of score publications, detailing the various differences between editions; and the texts of the composition. The material regarding textual treatment, which often includes the complete texts of the works being discussed, concentrates on primary concerns of the text's usage; also included in the discussion are noteworthy aspects of texts separate from the music as well as biographical details of librettists and poets, if appropriate. The analysis section of each chapter outlines and describes musical forms and other types of compositional organization, including parody technique, mirror structures, and motto repetitions, as well as salient compositional characteristics that directly relate and contribute to the work's artistic stature. Numerous charts and musical examples illustrate the discussions. The discussion of performance practices includes primary source quotations about a wide range of topics, from performing forces, tempo, and phrasing of each work to specific issues such as tactus, text underlay, musica ficta, metric accentuation, and ornamentation. Presents lessons and exercises on the fundamentals of electric bass guitar. Josquin's Rome offers a new reading of the works composed by Josquin des Prez during his time as a singer and composer for the pope's private choir. The most up-to-date contribution to the research on one of the most important and
internationally famous composers of the Renaissance. The first quarter of the sixteenth century witnessed tightening connections between rhetoric, poetry, and music. In theoretical writings, composers of this period are evaluated according to their ability to reflect successfully the emotions and meaning of the text set in musical terms. The same period also witnessed the rise of the five- and six-voice chanson, whose most important exponents are Josquin des Prez, Pierre de La Rue, and Jean Mouton. The new expanded textures posed several compositional challenges but also offered greater opportunities for text expression. Rhetorical analysis is particularly suitable for this repertory as it is justified by the composers' contacts with humanistic ideals and the newer text-expressive approach. Especially Josquin's exposure to humanism must have been extensive during his long-lasting residence in Italy, before returning to Northern France, where he most likely composed his multi-voice chansons. The present dissertation explores the musico-rhetorical resources that demonstrate how composers read and interpreted contemporary poetic texts in conjunction with their efforts to accommodate larger textures in the secular domain. Musical rhetoric is thus understood as the totality of musical gestures that aim to secure a successful delivery of musical speech. Musico-rhetorical analysis of the repertory demonstrates that composers of the time read more in the poetry they set than the rhyme scheme and the syntax of the verses. They responded, albeit by various and subtle musical means, to the semantic implications of the text, its bawdy, serious, or mixed register, to the changes from indirect speech to personal declaration or third-person address, to the sonorous quality of the verse and its projection through the expanded polyphonic fabric, and to the resonances of the text with other texts or musical settings. Especially in chansons in the courtly register, composers frequently employed gestures derived from classical rhetoric either to alert the listener to a specific textual point or to weave meaningful connections that project the larger argument of the text. The expanded texture functioned as a multi-layered canvas on which multiple readings of the text were juxtaposed in intricate relationships. A great deal of research over the past forty years has had an impact on Josquin's music: most of his works are now available in high-quality recordings that make them easily familiar to any researcher, and the main sources have been far more thoroughly explored. Furthermore, new biographical findings, particularly within the last ten years, have shown that much of what was written about Josquin's life was based on documents that concerned other people entirely. For example, Josquin's birthdate has been advanced by more than ten years, with major consequences for our view not only of his music and its chronology, but also of most other music of the time. This book assembles and assesses the newly available material. It builds the main works into the narrative of Josquin's life. Appendices include a critical listing of the documents about Josquin, a summary of later literary references to him, summaries of the relevant information about the main figures mentioned in the book, a list of other musicians at the time named 'Josquin' or something similar (35 of them!), and much more. Based on extensive documentary and archival research, Music in Renaissance Ferrara is a documentary history of music for one of the most important city-states of the Italian Renaissance. Lockwood shows how patrons and musicians created a musical center over the course of the fifteenth-century, tracing the growth of music and musical life in rich detail. It also sheds new light on the careers of such important composers as Dufay, Martini, Obrecht, and Josquin Desprez. This paperback edition features a new preface that re-introduces the book and reflects on its contribution to our modern knowledge of music in the culture of the Italian Renaissance. Beginner Bass Guitar Instruction
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